Pednault et al. are surely correct in claiming that requirements (3) and (4) are excessively strong restrictions on the probability function P. Indeed, Pearl [4] and Kim [5] have argued that keeping requirement (3) alone is empirically more reasonable and yields an efficient updating scheme. If, however, Hussian's result were correct, (3) (3) and (4) are satisfied, then.., no updating takes place."
That this proposition is false may be shown by producing a system of five or more events /-/1, //2, H3, Eb E2, and a probability function P, such that equations (1), (2), (3), (4) hold but updating does take place.
Consider the following case:
We specify that
These conditions suffice to determine the value of P for every Boolean combination of El, E2, HI, H2,/-/3. In particular, they entail that
P(EI/I-'I~) = P(Ea & I-I~)/P(I--I~) = 12, P(E2/H1) = |, P(E2/H2) = P(Ez/H3)= O, P(E, & E2/H1) = ~, P(Ej & Ez/H2) = P(E~ & E2/H3) -O,
as can readily be verified from the representation of the probability distribution as a Venn diagram (see Fig. 1 ).
Observe that:
~, P(Hi)= 1 by (i). 
P(E, & E21I-I,) = P(EJI-I~). P(E21Hi) ,
because if i = 1,
P(E1 & E2/I-I~) = ~ = ~. 1 = P(EI/I-I~). P(E2/I-I~) ;
and if i--2 or 3.
P(E, & E2/H~) = 0 = ~. 0 = P(E,/I--I~) . P(E2/I-I~) .

And
P(E, & E2/ffl~) = P(E1/ffI~) . P(E2/ffI~) ,
P(E, & Ez/f-I~) = P(E1 & E2/Hz v//3)
= P(E,&E2&H2)+ P(E,&E2&H3)= 0 P (/-/2) + P (//3) and p(E,/iYi~) = P(E1 & HE) + P(E1 & Ha) 3 ~ t P(Hz) + P(H3) =-5--= 2 and P(E2/ffli)= O. So P(E,/G). P(EjG
and ifi=2or3, k/i, k/l, From the Bayesian point of view, eliminative induction is just a special case in which the evidence determines a posterior probability of unity for one hypothesis and of zero for all others. Thus the example given here shows that the very strong independence assumptions in PROSPECTOR are consistent with learning by eliminative induction. This conclusion does not address the empirical adequacy of PROSPECTOR's updating scheme, which also contains provisions for ad hoc updating rules [6] . It does, I hope, lay to rest the claim that the program's Bayesian component is impotent if strictly applied.
P(E, & E2/fft~) = P(E1 & E2/H, v Hk) = P(E, & E2 & H,) + P(E, & E2 & Hk) P(H~) + P(
P(EI/I7I~) • P(E2/IsI~) = P(E,/H1 v Hk)" P(E2/H, v Hk) = [P(E, & H 0 + P(E, & L P(H,)&P(Hk) Ilk)]
[P(E2 & H1) + P(E2 & Ilk)] X L . P(H1)+P(Hk) J [~+~] [~+0] 1
So P(Et & E21ISI~)=P(Ex/ISI~).P(E2/1sI~). Thus all four conditions
